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1. The purpose of this paper is to present in a unified way proofs of 
various representation theorems of bounded linear operators in a Hilbert 
space H. That is, we show directly, without passing through “spectral 
theorems,” that hermitian operators, unitary operators, groups of unitary 
operators, finite sets of commuting hermitian operators and thus normal 
operators, and finally certain Volterra operators are isomorphic with various 
“concrete” operators acting on “concrete” La spaces (or direct sums of such 
operators if H is inseparable) such as multiplication and integration operators. 
The various spectral theorems proper can then be obtained as approximation 
theorems of functions by means of step functions. 
The proofs are all based on an algebraic device invented by LivGc [l, 21 
in connection with his work on nonnormal operators. His theory is based 
on a systematic exploitation of the “characteristic matrix function” w of an 
operator T. It is defined as the matrix of analytic functions whose (i,j)- 
element is given by ((T - zZ)-r e, , e,) where the set {ei} is a suitably chosen 
set of elements in H. The structure and factorization of w is then the key 
LivHic’ work. The cases of hermitian and Volterra operators fall directly into 
the theory [2] but since the detailed study of the characteristic matrix function 
etc. is not needed for our purposes, we deduce such properties of w as we 
need directly from the definition of the operators in question. Our proofs 
are thus self-contained and set forth the representation theorems as simple 
direct consequences of standard theorems in analysis which we quote below. 
If we have a set T = {Tm} of operators acting in a Hilbert space H, we call 
the least closed subspace K of H containing some given element e E H and 
invariant under all T, E T (i.e., T,Kc K) the cyclic subspace of H generated 
by L and e. If K = H, we say that T is cyclic with cyclic element (function, 
vector, . ..) e, or that H is cyclic with respect to T and e. 
2. The two standard theorems in analysis from which we shall deduce 
our representation theorems are Herglotz’ theorem on analytic functions 




with positive imaginary part in the unit circle [3, pp. 22-261, and several of 
its corollaries; and the Halmos-Maharam-von Neumann theorem on repre- 
sentations of certain measure algebras [4, chap. VIII]. 
A. HERGLOTZ' THEOREM. Supposef(z) is analytic and has imaginary part 
If(z) > 0 in 1 z 1 < 1. Then there exists a bounded nondecreusing function al(t) 
and a real constant c such that 
f(z) = i /r 2 dot(t) + C. 
COROLLARY 1. Iff( ) z is analytic and has imaginary part If(z) > 0 in 
the upper half-plane Iz = y > 0, then there exists a bounded non&creasing 
function a(t) and real constants a > 0 and c such that 
f(z) = uz + /rrn s da(t) + c. 
COROLLARY 2. Same hypotheses as in Corollary I; in addition: 
for all positive real y; then there exists a bounded nondecreasing function a(t) 
such that 
COROLLARY 3. If the entire function f(z) has no zeros and satisfies 
If(x+;r)I <If D or a real x and real positive y and 1 f(x) 1 = 1 for all real 
x then there exists a real nonnegative constant a such that 
f(z) = eiaz. 
PROOF. Since f is entire and has no zeros, there is another entire function 
g(z) = gr(z) + igz(z) for real gi such that f(z) = eigtZ) where g, is non- 
negative in the half-plane y > 0 so that by Corollary 1 there are real constants 
a > 0 and c and a bounded nondecreasing function or(t) such that 
g(z) = az + sIrn z da(t) + c 
= az + c + (z” + 1) /y- z + z ,Tm dol(t): 
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the function h(z) represented in the upper half-plane y > 0 by 
s:- d4Mt - 1 x is analytic and real on the real axis since the same is true of 
g; the reality of g on the real axis follows from 1 f(x) / = 1 for all real X. Thus 
let x0 be an arbitrary but fixed real number. Then I/z(z) = k(x, y) is continu- 
ous for say x0 - E < x < x0 + E, - E<Y<E for some E>O and we 
have lim I+,, k(x, y) = 0 since h is real on the real axix. Now 
=-J 
-03 a(t) a Y 
at (t - x)” + y2 
dt 
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$--+ [a(t + x0 + c) - a(t + x0 - E)] dt > lii jy 
--II 
= py J ‘1 t& [4 + x0 + 4 - 4 + %J - 4 + a(- t + x0 + c) 
- a(- t + x0 - c)] dt 
>, Q[& + c) - +o - E)]. 
Since x0 was an arbitrary real number, a(t) must be constant so that h(z) = 0; 
g(z) = az + c; but 1 f(x) 1 = 1 implies that c = 0 which completes the proof 
of Corollary 3. 
B. HALMOS-MAHARAM-VON NEUMANN THEOREM. Let a(xl , *em, x ) be a 
nondecreasing function in n-di mensional real space R,, which gives rise to a j;nite 
measure 01 of compact support on its Bore1 sets. Then there exists a finite Bore1 
measure fi on the unit interval and bounded fl-measurable functions xl(t), **a, 
x,(t) such that for all continuous functions F we have 
s 
F(x, , ..*, x,) dor(x, , . . . . xn) = 
s 
’ F(x,(t), ... t 4)) 4W. 
&I 0 
This theorem is contained in [4, Chap. VIII]; an easy additional con- 
struction is needed to transfer a possible (at most countable) set of point 
masses from R, to the unit interval. 
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3. The following lemma is concerned with two commutative sets 
T, = {T&A and T2 = V2Aa of operators acting in the Hilbert spaces 
H, and Ha respectively. We call these two sets isomorphic if there is an iso- 
metry U of H, onto H, such that UT,, = TrzU for all 01 E A. 
LEMMA. Let, for j = 1,2, Hj be cyclic with respect to Tj such that the 
cyclic vectors ej satisfy 11 eJ 11 = 1. Then T, and T, are isomeorphic if and only if 
for all positive integers k, all sets {m,e}t and {ne}: of nonnegative integers, and all 
finite subsets {jp}: of the index set A. 
PROOF. Define 
We first check that U is well defined: & = 0 implies that 11 & /I2 = 0. If 
we expand the inner product and use the condition of the lemma, we see that 
we obtain 11 Z2 II2 = 0, i.e., U is well defined. A similar calculation shows 
that U is isometric (where defined). We extend U by linearity. The cyclicity 
of TI and T, assures that U so defined is indeed an isometry of H, onto H,. 
The equations UT,, = T2,U for all 01 E A result from cyclicity and from the 
following (let o! = jr): 
4. REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR HERMITIAN OPERATORS. If H is a 
separable Hilbert space and h a hermitian operator acting in H, then h is iso- 
morphic with the operator “multiplication by a continuous real valued function” 
acting in some L,(p) where u is a finite measure with compact support on the 
Bore1 sets of the real line. For general H, h is isomorphic with a direct sum of 
such multiplication operators. 
COROLLARY. If h is a hermitian operator acting in the Hilbert space H, 
then there exists a resolution of the identity p(X) in H which commutes with every 
bounded operator which commutes with h such that h = Jh dp(h) and such that 
for all continuous functions g defined on a suitable bounded set (g(h) x, y) = 
jg(X) d@(X) x, y) for all x and y in H. 
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM. If e E H, the closed subspace of H invariant 
under h and determined by e has the property that its orthogonal comple- 
ment is also invariant under h since h is hermitian. Zorn’s Lemma implies 
that H is the orthogonal direct sum x @ H, with the corresponding decompo- 
sition h = x @ h, where H, is cyclic with respect to h, , In the separable 
case, the index set is at most countable. We prove the theorem for the cyclic 
case: let H be cyclic with respect to h, cyclic vector e where / 1 e 11 = 1. The 
characteristic function it is convenient to use is F(t) = ((h - <I)-’ e, e). 
Let 5 = 5 + iv. We see that F is analytic in the upper half-plane q > 0; 
that its imaginary part IF is positive there: IF = 77 /1 (h - 5 1)-l e / I2 > 0; that 
we have a boundedness condition ( F(c) 1 < I// 7 I: write (h - (1) v = zn, 
then 
II (h - 51- 2114 v II2 = II (h - (4 z’ II2 + v2 II v 11’ 
so that 
II v II2 = II (h - W1 w II2 < f II u II2 
and hence IF([) ) < l/l 7 1. Th us Corollary 2 of Herglotz’ Theorem is 
applicable so that 
Since F is real and analytic on the real axis (for sufficiently large values of [), 
the reasoning of the second part of the proof of Corollary 3 of Herglotz’ 
Theorem shows that the points of growth of 01 are a subset of (and hence, 
indeed, coincide with) the spectrum of h so that 01 has compact support. Consi- 
der now the linear transformation M defined on L,(N) by (MT) (t) = tp(t) 
which is cyclic with respect to the constant function I which we choose 
such that / j E 1 I = 1. Let E(O) = E,, > 0. The characteristic function 
((M - <1)-l E, E) of M equals precisely ei j&(t)/(t - 5) which is ci F(c). 
We can now conclude upon expanding in negative powers of 5 and comparing 
coefficients that E,, = 1 and that for all nonnegative integers m and n we have 
(hme, hne) = (MQ, M%) 
so that our Lemma becomes applicable with T, = {h} and T, = {M} and 
we conclude that h and M are isomorphic. Consider now the linear operator 
il? defined on L,(Z) by 
p&q (f) = (cf + 4 q(f) 
where 
z(t) = or(d + d); 
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the two linear operators M and &r are isomorphic, the isomorphism V of 
L,(a) onto L2(8) being given bv 
WV> (0 = & + 4. 
Hence h is isomorphic with a multiplication operator on an La space of a 
measure on the real line whose compact support can be placed in any interval 
we please. Thus if H is separable, we can represent h as the at most countable 
direct sum of cyclic “pieces” each of which is represented as a multiplication 
operator on, say, L,(arj) such that the various measures CQ have distinct 
supports which are all contained in some given interval. Thus the theorem 
is proved for the separable case. The general case was already disposed of at 
the beginning of the proof. 
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. The Corollary embodies as much of the 
usual spectral theorem as we need for later purposes; the proof is carried out 
first for the cyclic case, the reasoning being carried out on the multiplication 
operator in L,(a); the general case is then pieced together through the 
orthogonal direct sum decomposition of h into cyclic parts. Thus we consider 
the operator &If = M acting on L*(a) as 
if xl(t) is the characteristic function of the set where the continuous function f 
is less than X and if MA is the operator defined as 
(Mad (t) = xaW P($ 
then the step function representiation off implies the spectral theorem for M: 
the equation 
f = lim z UXA,+~(~) - XI,(~)) 
where {A,} is a partition of any fixed interval properly containing the set of 
values off is equivalent to the equation M = SAdMA. If g is a polynomial, 
we have 
AM) =s g(4 dM, =Mm 
where 
The same formulas are valid if g is a bounded funcion which is the limit of 
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polynomials defined on any interval properly containing the set of values off; 
we can thus speak of g(M) for such functions and check that 
Since 
we see that MA commutes with all bounded operators commuting with M 
since the same it true of the approximating polynomials g,(M). The foregoing 
considerations and equations can now be transferred to the separable Hilbert 
space H; we define p(h) as U-IMAU, g(h) as U-lg(M) U etc.; in the general 
case where we have h = x @ hj , each hi is isomorphic to a multiplication 
operator Mj; we then define 
P(A) = z: 0 Pm dh) = z 0 dhj)* 
Again the foregoing considerations and equations remain valid. 
5. REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR UNITARY OPERATORS. If H is a sepa- 
rable Hilbert space and u a unitary operator acting in H, then u is isomorphic with 
the operator “multiplication by a continuous function of absolute value 1 “acting 
in some L,(p) where u is a &site measure on the Bore1 sets of the real line and 
support in the interval [0, 25r]. For general H, u is isomorphic with a direct sum 
of such multiplication operators. 
COROLLARY. If u is a unitary operator acting in the Hilbert space H, then 
there exists a resolution of the identity p(X) in H which commutes with every 
bounded operator which commutes with u such that u = s eiadp(h); if we set 
h = Jh dp(h), then we have u = eih. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. If e E H, the closed subspace of H invariant 
under u and u-l and determined by e has the property that its orthogonal 
complement is also invariant under u since u is unitary. Zorn’s Lemma im- 
plies that H is the orthogonal direct sum I: @ Hi with the corresponding 
decomposition u = c @ uj where Hj is cyclic with respect to uj . In the sepa- 
rable case, the index set is at most countable. We prove the theorem for the 
cyclic case: let H be cyclic with respect to the set {u, u-l}, cyclic vector e 
where 11 e 11 = 1. The characteristic function it is convenient to use in the 
present case is 
F(t) = ((u + {I) (u - cz)-’ e, e)’ 
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In comparing with the function used for hermitian operators, we recognize 
the analytic function which maps the interior of the unit disk onto the upper 
half-plane; thus F is analytic in 1 5 1 < 1; we check that it has a nonnegative 
real part there: 
RF = (1 - 1 5 I*) 11 (n - 5Z)-‘e II* 2 0 
wo that we can apply Herglotz’ Theorem to iF; we have 
iF = i 
s 
2n eat + 5 
7 da(t) + c; 
o eat-- 5 
iF(0) = i(e, e) = i(ol(2n) - o(0)) + c 
shows that c = 0. Consider now the linear transformation M defined on 
L2b) by 
WW W = e%(t) 
which is cyclic with respect to the constant function e(t) which we choose 
such that 11 E 11 = 1. Let E(O) = e,, > 1. The characteristic function 
((M + [Z) (M - (1)-l E, E) of M equals precisely l t F(c). We can now 
conclude upon expanding in nonnegative powers of 5 and comparing coeffi- 
cients that c,, = 1 and that (n+e, e) = (A&” E, c) for all nonnegative integers 
m and hence, since u and M are unitary, for all integers; our Lemma is 
therefore applicable with T, = {u, u-l} and T, = (M, M-l} and we conclude 
that u and M are isomorphic. The remainder of the proof, and the proof of 
the Corollary, proceed as for hermitian operators; for the last conclusion of 
the Corollary we use the Corollary of the Representation Theorem for 
Hermitian Operators. 
6. REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR GROUPS OF UNITARY OPERATORS. 
Zf H is a separable Hilbert space and u(s) (s real; - 03 < s < ~0) a group of 
unitary operators acting in H such that u(sI + s2) = u(sJ u(sz) for all real 
numbers 1 and s2 with the property that for all x E H, the function (u(s) x, x) 
is a continuous function of s, then there is an isomorphism of the set {u(s)} which 
is also a group isomorphism onto the group of operators {M(s)) acting in some 
L,(p) where t.~ is a finite Bore1 measure on the real line with compact support 
and where M(s) is defined by 
(M(s) v) (t) = eisftt) p)(t) 
where f(t) is a real-valued piecewise continuous function of t. For general H, 
u(s) is group and set isomorphic with a direct sum of groups of operators of the 
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form M(s). There exists a resolution of the identity p(h) such that 
u(s) = 1 eisa dp(X). 
PROOF. As before, the separable and the general case are built up from 
the cyclic case. We shall see that if H is cyclic with respect to U(S) then it is 
separable (this conclusion is false in general if we replace the hypothesis of 
continuity of the function ((u( s X, x) by measurability). Thus let H be cyclic ) 
with respect to the set {u(s)} with cyclic element e where 11 e 11 = 1. The 
appropriate characteristic function is P(c) = s: eiSc(u(s) e, e) ds. Our hypoth- 
eses imply that in the upper half-plane 7 > 0 the integrand is in L,(O, 03) 
and that F is analytic there. We wish to apply our Corollary 2 of Herglotz’ 
Theorem; the boundedness condition results from the inequality valid in the 
upper half-plane: 1 F(c) I < l/q. We shall now show that F has nonnegative 
real part in the upper half-plane: We start from the positive-definite character 
of ((U(S) e, e): 
which implies that 
upon choosing the function p(s) to be 0 on the negative real axis and equal to 
eisi on the positive real axis we obtain 




SJ b(t) e, 4 e 
i(t+td c e--Lt,t & dt, 
0 0 
+ jr jr (u(- t) e, e) eitzs e-i’t+f”‘i dt dt, 
= U/d RF@?. 




~(5) = i j 3 
with a(t) = - a( - t). Consider now the group of unitary linear operators 
M(S) defined on L,(a) by 
which is (as a set of operators) cyclic with respect to the constant function 
c(t) which we choose so that 11 E 11 = 1. Let ~(0) = E,, > 0. The function 
(M(s) E, c) = c," j eist dor(t) 
is continuous and the characteristic function Jr (M(s) 6, c) etaids of M(s) 
equals precisely l ,2F(l). The continuity of (U(S) e, e) allows us to conclude that 
for all reals we have (M(s) E, E) = l 0” (U(S) e, e) so that l t, = 1. Our Lemma is now 
applicable for the spaces H, La(a), and the sets T, = {U(S); - 00 < s < m} and 
T, = {M(s); - 00 < s < m} since the operators U(S) and M(s) are unitary 
and satisfy the equations (for all real numbers sr and sa) u(sr + sa) = I u(sa) 
and similarly for M(s). Thus H is separable. The remainder of the proof 
proceeds as before. 
7. REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR COMMUTING SETS OF HERMITIAN 
OPERATORS. If H is a separable Hilbert Space and {h,} afinite set of commuting 
Hermitian operators acting in H, then {hj} is isomorphic with a set {Mj} of 
multiplication operators on some L&L) where p is aJinite measure with compact 
support defined on the Bore1 set of the real line and where each M* is de$ned by 
WPP) (9 = f?(t) v(t) with b ounded u-mesurable fi . For general H, (hi) is 
isomorphic with a direct sum of multiplication operators as just described. There 
exists a resolution of the identityp(h) commuting with all bounded operators which 
commute with the hj and a set of bounded measurable functions gj such that 
hj = .lk(4 444, and if we write h = Jhdp(h), we hawe hi = g,(h). 
COROLLARY. If H is a separable Hilbert space and n a normal operator 
acting in H, then n is isomorphic with the operator “multiplication by a bounded 
measurable function” acting in some L&L) where TV isJinite measure with compact 
support on the real line. For general H, n is isomorphic with a direct sum of 
such operators. 
PROOF. Again, the analysis of the separable and general case is based on 
the cyclic case. Thus, let H be cyclic with respect to {hi} with cyclic element e 
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such that 11 e / 1 = 1. The characteristic function we use is a joint characteristic 
function of the h,: 
W, , .a., 5,) = ((h, - Cl)-’ (A, - 5,)-’ *** (k, - L)-’ e, e). 
We shall use the Corollary to the Representation Theorem for Hermitian 
Operators. Let p, be the resolution of the identity of h,; all the pI commute 
with each other and with all the h, . We have 
= (j ... j (A, - 5,)-l ... (A, - L-1 4,~,(4) ... 4n~n(U ej e) 
... =J J e (A, - 5,)-l ... (An - 5,)-l 41...~n(pl(U -~~f4L)e9 ej 
= 1 (f&) - cl)-’ ..’ (f&> - 5n)Y Mt) . 
since the Theorem B of Section 2 is applicable; the commutativity of the p, is 
needed to insure that we are dealing with a measure on the Bore1 sets of 
n-dimensional real space R, based on a nondecreasing function. Upon 
expanding F as originally defined in nonpositive powers of the 5’s and 
comparing this with the analogous expansion of the next to the last of the 
foregoing integrals, we see that we can apply the Lemma for the spaces H 
and L,(a), the sets T, = {hi} and T, = {ai} where B is a finite measure on the 
Bore1 sets of R, based on the nondecreasing function&@,) ***p&J e, e); where 
and where the cyclic vectors are e E H and the constant function Z(h, , me*, A ) 
such that 11 Z 11 = 1 which is cyclic for {aj>. Theorem B shows directly that 
T’, defined on Ls(&) and T, = {&Ii> of the Theorem defined on L,(a) are 
isomorphic. We remark that the complex form of the usual theorem for normal 
operators can be obtained immediately before applying Theorem B where 
n = h, + ih, for commuting hermitian h, and a cyclic set {n, n*} with the 
general form of the spectral theorem for normal operators obtainable by 
forming direct orthogonal sums. The rest of the proof proceeds as for the 
preceding Theorem; the corollary is proved by representing h, and h, 
in the above decomposition of n by multiplication operators M,p, = fis) 
so that n is isomorphic with the multiplication operator 
Wd (4 = (fXt) + if&)) v(t) 
if H is separable and to direct sums of such operators in general. 
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8. REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR VOLTERRA OPERATORS. If A is a 
bounded linear operator acting in the Hilbert space H which is cyclic with cyclic 
vector e such that (i) (A + A*) H = {e}; (ii) the spectrum of A consists of zero 
alone; then A is isomorphic with the Volterra operator LYV de$ned on L,(A) where; 
X is Lebesgue measure on the unit interval; V is dejned by (Vq) (t) = Ji v(s) ds; 
and the nonzero real constant 01 is related to ,4 by (A + A*) e = ore. 
PROOF. Let I/ e 1) = 1. Condition (i) implies that for all x E H we have 
(A + A*) x = OL(X, e) e. The identity 
(5, + %,, (A* - t-2V1 (A - 5P 
= - (A - [,Z)-’ - (A* - [J)-l + (A* - [J)-l (A + A*) (A 
implies that 
K1 + 5,) ((A - LO-’ e, (A - ti2V1 4 
= - ((A - &1)-l e, e) - (e, (A - 5,1)-l e) 
+ ((A + A*) (A - tJ)-’ e, (A - C2W1 4 
= - ((A - &1)-l e, e) - (e, (A - 5,1)-l e) 
+ a((A - 5JF1 e, e) (e, (A - C2W1 4 
= (l/a) {[l - or((A - &2)-l e, e)] [l - a(e, (A - t;,Z)-’ e)] - l}. 
- 5lF 
(1) 
It is therefore convenient to use 1 - ol((A - {-‘1)-l e, e) as the characteristic 
function F(l) of A; it is entire by (ii) and the substitution 5, = - [i = t-1 
in (1) says F(- t;)F(g) = 1 so that F has no zeros. Now substitute <;l = 
52’ = 5 = .$ + iv and obtain 
(5-l + 5-l) 11 (A - PI)-’ e II2 = (l/a) (I F(5) I* - l), 
i.e., 
I F(5) I2 = 1 + j$ 11 (A - 5-lQ-l e (12 
sothatfort=OwehaveIF([)I=l d an in the half-plane where LY and 6 
have opposite sign, we have 1 F(c) 1 < 1 so that our Corollary 3 of Herglotz’ 
Theorem is applicable in the appropriate half-plane and a little calculation 
shows that F(t) = eUc. We now replace cj by 5;’ in (1) and obtain 
(1, + 5,) 2 1:&A ‘“le, A”*e) = (l/a) (F({,) F([,) - 1). 
0.0 
Consider now in L,(h) the operator A, = 0rV defined in the statement of the 
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Theorem. It also satisfies the hypotheses (i) and (ii) and hence all the fore- 
going formulas are valid. In particular, its characteristic function is F(t) 
and upon comparing coefficients in the infinite power series expansions 
deduced from (1) and shown a couple of lines above, we see that 
where E is the function identically equal to 1 which is cyclic for &(p, 2 0). 
An application of our Lemma completes the proof of the Theorem. 
We forego the further elaboration of LivGc’ method or the further explora- 
tion of various consequences (Volterra operators in other spaces; Lebesgue 
measure space on the unit interval together with countable point masses as 
universal representation space for normal operators; relaxing hypotheses of 
the last theorem [2], etc.) since our purpose was to show how this method 
yields various representation theorems directly and simply in the cases here 
considered. 
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